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SECTION 1- GENERAL RULES 

DFNIFO BOARDING co,PENSATION (Continued) 

( Al APPLICABLE ONLY TO FLIGHTS OR. PORilONS OF FLIGHTS ORIGIN�TING_IN THF U"IITE'.> STATES (Continued> 
(4) WRITTEN FXPLANATION GF DENIED JIQAR�INS COMPENSATION AND DENIED_BO�R�1"'G_PRI0Pifil5 

( Continued >
(cl Compensation for Denied Boarding (!nvoluntarrl - If you are denied boarding, you are 

entitled to a payment of denied boarding cornpensati�n from th� airline m,less; 
(il you have not fully co�plied with the airline's ticketing, check-in, and 

reconfirmation re•uirements or you are not acceptable for transportation under the 
airline's ta:dff filed with the C.A.ll., or 

(ii> you are denied boarding because the flight is cancelled, or 
(iii) you are denied boarding because a smaller capacity aircraft was substituted for

safety or operational reasons, or 
(v) you are offered accommodations in a section of the aircraft other than. that

specified on your ticket, at no extra charge <a passenger seated in a section for
which a lower fare is charged, will be given an appropriate refund).

(dl Amount of Denied Boarding Compensation - Passengers who are eligible for ·denied 
boarding compensation must be offered a payment ecual to the sum of the face values of 
their ticket coupons, with a $200.00 r..aximum. However, if the airline cannot arrange· 
alternate transportation (see above) for the passenger, the compensation is doubled 
($400.00 maximum). The value of a ticket coupon is the one-way fare for the flight 
shown on the coupon, including any surcharge and air transportation tax, minus any 
applicable discount. All flight coupons, including connecting flights, to the 
passenger's destination or first 4-hour stopover are used tc compute the compensation. 

(el Method of Payment - The airline will give to each i,assenger lo'ho cualifies for denied 
boarding comi,ensation, a payment by check, or cash, or MCO, or voucher for the amount 
si,ecified, on the day and place the involuntary denied boarding occurs. However, if 
the airline a=anges alternate: transi:,ortation for the passenger's convenience that 
d7pa:ts be�o7!;! .1::.!1�, i,:armept can t,,e !Jlc!,d.7, tp!;! payme�t will be sent to the passenger
within 24·<iflt>uirs·.".., : ·• ·'·" · · .,!\ · 

The air carrier may offer free tickets in i,lace of the cash payment. The i,asseng.er, 
may, however, insist on the cash payment, or refuse all compensation and bring privata 
legal action. . . 

(f) Passanqer•s Options - �cceptance of the comi,ansation may relieve the carrier from any
further liability to t:ha passenger caused by its failure to honor the confirmed
<reservations. However, the passenger may decline ·the i,ayroent und seek to recover 
damages in a court of law Qr in some other manner. 

�-----------------------·---�----------------------------------

(B) Applicable between points in Canada and points in the European Union or Iceland served by Icelandair

(1) General
When carrier is unable to provide previously confirmed space due to there being more passengers holding confirmed reservations and tickets than for which there are available seats on a 
flight, carrier shall implement the provisions of this rule.

(2) Request for volunteers and boarding priorities
If a flight is oversold, no one may be denied boarding against his will until airline personnel first ask for volunteers who will give up their reservations willingly, in exchange for 
compensation at the choice of the airline. If there are not enough volunteers, other passengers may be denied boarding involuntarily in accordance with the following boarding priorities 
of carrier:

(a) Passengers holding a confirmed reservation will always be boarded before any passenger not holding a confirmed reservation, or not entitled to a firm reservation.
(b) Passengers holding a confirmed reservation who have fully paid a fare (including special fares, excursion fares, discounted fares – such as for children) will be boarded 

in the sequence in which they have presented themselves, properly documented for the flight and at the appropriate time and place for check-in.

EXCEPTION – The following passengers cannot be left behind
(i) FI crew members traveling with confirmed reservations
(ii) FI employees on duty travel with confirmed reservations
(iii) Unaccompanied children (under 12 years of age)
(iv) Sick and handicapped passengers
(v) Heads of States and other leading Statesmen, official government delegations, Diplomatic Couriers 
(vi) Inaugural Flight Invitees
(vii) Hardship cases as determined by manager on duty 

(3) Transportation
(a) Conditions
Subject to the exceptions in this subparagraph, a passenger will be considered denied boarding when:

(i) The passenger holding a ticket for confirmed reserved space presents himself/herself for carriage at the appropriate time and place, having complied fully with carrier’s 
requirements as to ticketing check-in (see Rules 45 and 60) and reconfirmation procedures and being acceptable for transportation under carrier’s tariff; and

(ii) The flight for which the passenger holds confirmed reserved space is unable to accommodate the passenger and departs without him/her.
EXCEPTION: The passenger will not be eligible for compensation if:
(A) The flight upon which the passenger holds confirmed reserved space is unable to accommodate him/her because of substitution of equipment of lesser capacity when 

required by operational and/or safety reasons and carrier is able to demonstrate that all reasonable measures were taken to avoid substitution or it was impossible to take such measures 
(B) Passenger is accommodated on the flight for which he/she holds confirmed reserved space, but is offered accommodations or is seated in a compartment of the aircraft 

other than that specified on his/her ticket, provided that the passenger seated in a section for which a lower fare is charged shall be entitled to an appropriate refund
(b) For a passenger who meets the conditions set out in subparagraph 3(a) and has been denied boarding either voluntarily or involuntarily, the airline shall:

(i) Transport the passenger on another of its passenger aircraft at no additional cost to the passenger; or
(ii) If the carrier is unable to perform the option stated in (a) within a reasonable amount of time, the carrier will provide such transportation on the service of any other 

carrier or combination of carriers in the same class of service as passenger’s outbound flight or in a different class of service at no additional cost to the passenger and subject to the 
availability of space; or  

(iii) If the passenger chooses no longer to travel or the carrier is unable to perform the options stated in (a) or (b) within a reasonable amount of time, the carrier shall 
refund the value of the ticket for each unused segment.



(4) Compensation for involuntary denied boarding 

(a) AMOUNT
In addition to providing transportation in accordance with subparagraph (3)(b), a passenger who meets the conditions set out in subparagraph (3)(a) and has been denied boarding 
involuntarily will be compensated by the carrier as follows:

DELAY AT ARRIVAL AT POINT OF DESTINATION  BANK DRAFT
CAUSED BY INVOLUNTARY DENIED BOARDING  
0-4 hours CAD 400
Over 4 hours CAD 800

(b) FORM
The airline will give to each passenger who qualifies for denied boarding compensation, a payment by check, or if accepted by the passenger a voucher for the amount specified, with 
applicable terms and conditions clearly defined.

(c) TIME
The compensation will be made on the day and place the involuntary denied boarding occurs. However, if the airline arranges alternate transportation for the passenger’s 
convenience that departs before the payment can be made, the payment will be sent to the passenger within 24 hours.

DENIED BOARDING COMPENSATION (Continued) 
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